Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) places a significant burden on the US economy. It is estimated to be responsible for $10 billion to $20 billion in direct and indirect costs each year, costing the average patient with SLE an annual $10,000–$20,000 in accrued healthcare-related expenses. These figures do not take into account the effects of loss of productivity and of disability, and that at least 10,000 people succumb directly to SLE annually (the psychological and societal effects of the disease).

In part because of the pleomorphic presentation of SLE and its many symptoms, signs, and laboratory abnormalities, it is difficult to make recommendations as to how often patients should be evaluated and monitored. In 1999, an American College of Rheumatology Ad Hoc Committee formulated guidelines for the management of SLE in adults. Although these eminence-based suggestions were prescient and well grounded, they are unfortunately now totally obsolete, in that they did not include targeted therapies, updated disease criteria, and newer insights garnered from biomarkers, imaging, clinical trials, and observational cohort studies.

In 2010, the European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR) made suggestions for monitoring patients with SLE in clinical practice and observational studies. A total of 10 recommendations were presented based on Delphi surveys for prioritization, small group discussion, a systemic literature review considering levels of evidence, and nominal groups. The panel included input from rheumatology, internal medicine, dermatology, and nephrology. The recommendations are summarized as (1) patient assessment, emphasizing quality-of-life questionnaires; (2) consideration of cardiovascular risk factors; (3) screening for comorbidities (e.g., malignancy, osteoporosis); (4) consideration of infection risk; (5) frequency of assessments (every 6 to 12 mo); (6) laboratory assessments; (7) more stringent definitions of cutaneous lupus subsets; (8) use of measures that have predictive values for nephritis; (9) improved assessment of neuropsychiatric symptoms and signs; and (10) eye evaluations (e.g., antimalarial retinopathy, steroid risk for cataracts, glaucoma).

Although the conclusions of the group are generally valid, this writer found them to be diffuse, not interconnected or focused, and a bit hard to read and follow. For example, they fail to mention which tests should be obtained at what interval for monitoring corticosteroids, antimalarials, nonsteroidals, immune suppressives, or biologics. In other words, a health management organization would not be able to use this information.

Although Drs. Gladman and Urowitz were co-authors of the 1999 ACR guidelines, they did not participate in the EULAR initiative. Their lupus clinic in Toronto has followed patients prospectively since 1970 and has published hundreds of seminal observations and insights. Recently, these investigators and their colleagues focused upon how often asymptomatic patients should be followed. In a prior survey, the Toronto group reviewed their experience with “serologically active, clinically quiescent” disease and found that 59% flared over a 3-year period. In a recent article, 515 asymptomatic patients presented for 3125 visits at an average of 3.8 month intervals. Over a 2-year period, 25% had 1 of 10 “solitary silent variables” that were not recognized by patients as being suggestive of increased disease activity. Half of the variables were renal (proteinuria, hematuria, pyuria, casts, elevated serum creatinine), 3 hematologic (thrombocytopenia, leukenopenia, low hemoglobin), and 2 were laboratory/serologic (anti-dsDNA and low complement). Half of recrudescences were renal, half were laboratory/serologic, and only 12% were hematologic. They concluded that patients with mild or inactive disease should be followed with clinical and laboratory measures at 3 to 4 month intervals. This specific information is important in guiding healthcare providers on what might be the “gold standard” for following SLE. This information comes with several caveats: it applies to a
largely literate, compliant, and insured white Canadian population. It may not be relevant to all demographic, geographic, racial, or ethnic groupings. Not everybody can read or write, has access to an involved consultant 24/7, has transportation to the clinic, and can afford their medication. Further, although flares can be missed if patients are seen every 6–12 months (as in the EULAR publication), only 3–6% of the Toronto patients were started on a new steroid, antimalarial, or immune suppressive as a result of quarterly monitoring. How important are “solitary silent new features”? Important enough to demonstrate that one of the 10 EULAR recommendations is probably incorrect and misleading.

The passage and implementation of health reform in the United States relies heavily on cost-effectiveness. One of the principal components of US President Obama’s reform initiative involves establishing Accountable Care Organizations (or ACO)6. It is widely believed (based on preliminary data from pilot sites) that integrating quality standards (e.g., judicious use of laboratory, imaging, consulting visits, physician education, and measurements of disease activity) into a non-coercive but evidence-based healthcare environment would save trillions of dollars while rewarding those who deliver exemplary medical care and without resorting to rationing. While standards and guidelines for approaching common conditions such as pneumonia, hypertension, diabetes, and congestive heart failure are slowly being implemented in selected settings, less common conditions such as SLE will lag behind. Yazdany, et al have started the ball rolling with the publication of a preliminary quality indicator set7. If the rheumatology community fails to act, a governmental organization will. The current situation for SLE is not satisfactory. No current guidelines take into account specialist access, demographics, children, the managed care/indigent environment, costs of medication, and use of available resources. It is also not clear how much of this burden should be shouldered by internal medicine, primary care, or rheumatology8. Who should manage hypertension, for example, in a patient with SLE, and how is this coordinated with their rheumatologic monitoring? OMERACT (Outcome Measures in Rheumatology Clinical Trials) develops guidelines for many rheumatic diseases, but has not had an SLE working group meeting since 1998 (a lapse in the process of being corrected). The publication of clinical trials for targeted therapies (e.g., belimumab, epratuzumab) has finally demonstrated that specific metrics for inflammation, damage, and quality of life have prognostic relevance9. For patients with SLE to be optimally managed, these insights should be integrated with the work from the Toronto group and with evidence-based suggestions of how to monitor SLE medications and disease activity through laboratory and other forms of clinical testing (e.g., imaging).
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